
Name: Rod Streater

Height: 6-2 

Weight: 196

School Temple

Year: Senior

Date: 11/2/2011

Opponent: Ohio

Score: 31-35

Location: Ohio

Surface Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 73

Target: 7

Missed Target: 3

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 4

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 1E+02

Yards After Catch: 18

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 1

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 11

Routes Score: 20

Receiving Score: 20

Elusiveness Score 3

BHandling Score: 5
Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 0

Vision Score: 4

Power Score: 0 Durability Score: 6

Category Scores

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: Yes

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: Yes

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: No

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 2pts: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: No

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: No

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: No

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: Yes

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: No

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: No

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: No

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: No

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: No

Good decisions - 2pts: Yes

Patience - 1pt: No

Open field - 2pts: Yes

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: No

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: No

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: Yes

Routes

Receiving

Separation Ball Handling 

Elusiveness Blocking

Vision Power 

Durability



Name: Rod Streater Date: 11/2/2011 Opponent: Ohio

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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Streater has good height and the speed to get vertical. He sets up his breaks in single coverage and uses his hands reasonably well against press. He can catch the ball with his 
hands and with his back to the football. Streater has the potential to develop an NFL body in the weight room and if he maintains or builds on his speed and quickness, he migth 
surprise folks. Streater technically had 82 yards and three catches, but his 30-yard back shoulder fade in the third quarter should not have been nullified for offensive 
interference.
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I didn't see Streater block or deal with contact as a ball carrier where he could really break some tackles or change direction in the open field. He also didn't run any routes 
across the field or deeper in-breaking cuts. He didn't have to make any catches after contact. He probably needs to add weight to become a more physically dominant presence. 
I'm also not sure his speed is as good as it looks in this game. His upside is greater than his score.
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Streater's first target was a 3rd and 4 pass with 9:44 in the first quarter from a 2x3 empty shotgun set. Streater was the outside slot man on the trips side near the left hash in 
tight single coverage. He made a pretty good move to swim over the contact of the press corner while taking an outside release, but he did not get down field in enough time to 
catch the corner route, which was also overthrown a bit. Streeter was held up for maybe a split-second on this release because he let the defender get the first punch into his 
body and as a result had to react with the swim move. Streater probably needed to be first with the contact to the forearm to prevent the CB from attempting the jam in the 
first place. Streater got behind the CB on a deep corner route about 30-35 yards odwnfield on 3rd and 10 with 6:00 in the first quarter, but the pass was overthrown by 5 
yards.  Streater's touchdown was a 34-yard reception on 1st and 10 with 2:31 in the half from a 12 personnel, 2x1 receiver, shotgun set. Streater was split wide left to the far 
side of the field with a CB giving seven yards of cushion. There was only one safety high in this formation and he was in the middle of he field. Streeter executed a nice double 
move with a stutter towards the inside before accelerating outside the CB, maintaining a good distance from the sideline so he could angle outside for the ball if needed. He 
earned about a step of separation and in fact veered outside to get a little more on the pass, catching the ball over his inside shoulder at the goal line for the score. Very good 
route and good speed.  Streater was flagged for a pass interference foul on 1st and 10 with 8:22 in the third quarter on a ass from a 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set. Streater ran 
the same route as he did for the touchdown, making a really nice back shoulder catch after setting up the defender and buying the sideline as he did on the last route. He high-
pointed the ball with his hands and as he fell to the ground he turned towards the pylon, just coming a foot or two short. However, the offical called Streater for pushing off just 
before the ball arrived. It wasn't a hard push off, in fact it was just a little more intense than sticking his arm to the CB's shoulder to maintain his distance. There was a push, 
but it was so slight that I was a little surprised the call was made. Streater ran a wheel route up the right sideline from slot right on 3rd and 8 with 2:55 in the third quarter. He 
did a good job of dipping under and outside the DB's arm at the line of scrimmage. He didn't get much separation downfield, but he had to slow down for the lolly pop of a throw 
and leap over the back of the defender in good position in front of the ball. However the CB didn’t' look back to the ball and was cited for pass interference. Streater did make a 
good effort to high point the ball. If the CB looked back or the QB threw the ball further, the play could have either been broken up or caught for a longer gain. Streater's final 
target was a 27-yard reception on 3rd and 14 with 6:00 left from a 11 personnel 2x1 shotgun set. Streater beat the CB on a sideline fade but the QB underthrew the pass from 
the opposite hash. Streater made a good adjustment to stop his route and sit down to catch the underthrown ball at the 10. Good speed past the CB.
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Streater gained 21 on 1st and 10 with 3:20 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. He was split wide left and did a good job breaking back to the QB 
on a three-yard hitch in the left flat, catching the ball with is hands away from his body and making a good outside spin on the shooting CB, who missed Streeter in the open 
field. The WR turned up the left flat and got 18 yards, hopping over a blocker about 10-12 yards downfield in the process. The two things he didn't do very well on the run after 
the catch was run with good pad level when encountering defenders at the end of the play and he didn't switch the ball to his sideline arm after making the first defender miss.  
Streater's touchdown was a 34-yard reception on 1st and 10 with 2:31 in the half from a 12 personnel, 2x1 receiver, shotgun set. Streater was split wide left to the far side of 
the field with a CB giving seven yards of cushion. There was only one safety high in this formation and he was in the middle of he field. Streeter executed a nice double move 
with a stutter towards the inside before accelerating outside the CB, maintaining a good distance from the sideline so he could angle outside for the ball if needed. He earned 
about a step of separation and in fact veered outside to get a little more on the pass, catching the ball over his inside shoulder at the goal line for the score. Very good route 
and good speed.  Streater was flagged for a pass interference foul on 1st and 10 with 8:22 in the third quarter on a ass from a 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set. Streater ran the 
same route as he did for the touchdown, making a really nice back shoulder catch after setting up the defender and buying the sideline as he did on the last route. He high-
pointed the ball with his hands and as he fell to the ground he turned towards the pylon, just coming a foot or two short. However, the offical called Streater for pushing off just 
before the ball arrived. It wasn't a hard push off, in fact it was just a little more intense than sticking his arm to the CB's shoulder to maintain his distance. There was a push, 
but it was so slight that I was a little surprised the call was made.
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Streater's first target was a 3rd and 4 pass with 9:44 in the first quarter from a 2x3 empty shotgun set. Streater was the outside slot man on the trips side near the left hash in 
tight single coverage. He made a pretty good move to swim over the contact of the press corner while taking an outside release, but he did not get down field in enough time to 
catch the corner route, which was also overthrown a bit. Streater gained 21 on 1st and 10 with 3:20 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. He was 
split wide left and did a good job breaking back to the QB on a three-yard hitch in the left flat, catching the ball with is hands away from his body and making a good outside 
spin on the shooting CB, who missed Streeter in the open field. The WR turned up the left flat and got 18 yards, hopping over a blocker about 10-12 yards downfield in the 
process. The two things he didn't do very well on the run after the catch was run with good pad level when encountering defenders at the end of the play and he didn't switch 
the ball to his sideline arm after making the first defender miss. Streater's touchdown was a 34-yard reception on 1st and 10 with 2:31 in the half from a 12 personnel, 2x1 
receiver, shotgun set. Streater was split wide left to the far side of the field with a CB giving seven yards of cushion. There was only one safety high in this formation and he 
was in the middle of he field. Streeter executed a nice double move with a stutter towards the inside before accelerating outside the CB, maintaining a good distance from the 
sideline so he could angle outside for the ball if needed. He earned about a step of separation and in fact veered outside to get a little more on the pass, catching the ball over 
his inside shoulder at the goal line for the score. Very good route and good speed. Streater was flagged for a pass interference foul on 1st and 10 with 8:22 in the third quarter 
on a ass from a 11 personnel 2x1 receiver set. Streater ran the same route as he did for the touchdown, making a really nice back shoulder catch after setting up the defender 
and buying the sideline as he did on the last route. He high-pointed the ball with his hands and as he fell to the ground he turned towards the pylon, just coming a foot or two 
short. However, the offical called Streater for pushing off just before the ball arrived. It wasn't a hard push off, in fact it was just a little more intense than sticking his arm to 
the CB's shoulder to maintain his distance. There was a push, but it was so slight that I was a little surprised the call was made. I'm counting it as a catch for 30 yards. Streater 
ran a wheel route up the right sideline from slot right on 3rd and 8 with 2:55 in the third quarter. He did a good job of dipping under and outside the DB's arm at the line of 
scrimmage. He didn't get much separation downfield, but he had to slow down for the lolly pop of a throw and leap over the back of the defender in good position in front of the 
ball. However the CB didn’t' look back to the ball and was cited for pass interference. Streater did make a good effort to high point the ball. If the CB looked back or the QB 
threw the ball further, the play could have either been broken up or caught for a longer gain. Streater's final target was a 27-yard reception on 3rd and 14 with 6:00 left from a 
11 personnel 2x1 shotgun set. Streater beat the CB on a sideline fade but the QB underthrew the pass from the opposite hash. Streater made a good adjustment to stop his 
route and sit down to catch the underthrown ball at the 10. Good speed past the CB.
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Streater gained 21 on 1st and 10 with 3:20 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. He was split wide left and did a good job breaking back to the QB 
on a three-yard hitch in the left flat, catching the ball with is hands away from his body and making a good outside spin on the shooting CB, who missed Streeter in the open 
field. The WR turned up the left flat and got 18 yards, hopping over a blocker about 10-12 yards downfield in the process. The two things he didn't do very well on the run after 
the catch was run with good pad level when encountering defenders at the end of the play and he didn't switch the ball to his sideline arm after making the first defender miss.
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Streater gained 21 on 1st and 10 with 3:20 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. He was split wide left and did a good job breaking back to the QB 
on a three-yard hitch in the left flat, catching the ball with is hands away from his body and making a good outside spin on the shooting CB, who missed Streeter in the open 
field. The WR turned up the left flat and got 18 yards, hopping over a blocker about 10-12 yards downfield in the process. The two things he didn't do very well on the run after 
the catch was run with good pad level when encountering defenders at the end of the play and he didn't switch the ball to his sideline arm after making the first defender miss.
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Name: Rod Streater Date: 11/2/2011 Opponent: Ohio

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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Streater gained 21 on 1st and 10 with 3:20 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. He was split wide left and did a good job breaking back to the QB 
on a three-yard hitch in the left flat, catching the ball with is hands away from his body and making a good outside spin on the shooting CB, who missed Streeter in the open 
field. The WR turned up the left flat and got 18 yards, hopping over a blocker about 10-12 yards downfield in the process. The two things he didn't do very well on the run after 
the catch was run with good pad level when encountering defenders at the end of the play and he didn't switch the ball to his sideline arm after making the first defender miss.
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Streater gained 21 on 1st and 10 with 3:20 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. He was split wide left and did a good job breaking back to the QB 
on a three-yard hitch in the left flat, catching the ball with is hands away from his body and making a good outside spin on the shooting CB, who missed Streeter in the open 
field. The WR turned up the left flat and got 18 yards, hopping over a blocker about 10-12 yards downfield in the process. The two things he didn't do very well on the run after 
the catch was run with good pad level when encountering defenders at the end of the play and he didn't switch the ball to his sideline arm after making the first defender miss.
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